convalescent homes where he had to stay several times, the deck of boats on which he crossed oceans, the cabins of airplanes that he compared to "un cercueil métallique" (oc iv, 1056), and, above all, the expansive spaces that nature offered him: the desert and the sea. Finally, let's not forget the cityscapes that he mostly disliked and in one of which, Paris, he spent the greater part of his adult life. These micro and macro physical and mental environments generated, each in its own way, a host of lived experiences that were converted, from the time he put his pen to paper, to promising lyrical essays such as L'Envers et l'Endroit and Noces, his significant first publications. His transformational reactions as an avid young reader are also visible in his first novel with the strange title, La Mort heureuse, that the aspiring writer decided was not good enough to be published in his lifetime. But with an unshakable consistency, Camus's personal reflections on nature's healing beauty or the often dehumanizing effects of certain cities, such as Oran, were filled invariably with unmistakable ethical preoccupations. They already contained the nutshells of the philosophical framework that was taking shape and that he would develop later in his two major philosophical essays, Le Mythe deSisyphe ( While already recognizable in his early Carnets entries and his early lyrical essays, henceforth Camus adopted and adapted systematically the same reflective framework in his emerging and soon better known fictional and theatrical works: L'Étranger (1942), the plays Caligula and Le Malentendu during the same war period, La Peste (1947), two more plays in the late forties, L'État de siège and Les Justes, and the self-mocking novel La Chute (1956) . It is as if his transparently overarching value system based on lived experiences was compressed in his mental geography to a four-corner foundation of interdependent elementary human values: life, freedom, solidarity and dignity. Their affinity with the Kantian categorical imperative is transparent but not invoked, probably
